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Love Boomwhackers? You’ll love Joia Tubes. They’re kind of a cross between 
Boomwhackers and Orff instruments, combining some of the best traits of both. 
They are sonically similar to Boomwhackers, but are played with paddles instead 
of being… well….whacked against something. They are extremely versatile, as we 
shall see. 
 
Joia Tubes can take the place of temple blocks, tympani, and the bass xylophone. 
Let’s try them in all three contexts! 
 
Pass the Beet 
 No, that’s not a typo. Sit pretzel leg in a circle and pass the friendy beet on 
the strong beat, which is also do. Duple meter is a good place to start. Pass to the 
right, or counter-clockwise. Now let’s try triple meter, but pass to your left. Feeling 
pretty smart? This time listen to the Joia Tubes to determine whether you should 
pass left or right. Feeling smug about your listening prowess? Add a second beet 
on the other side of the circle. If they touch, the game is over. 
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-   When you figure out the pattern, join in! Clap-clap-pat 
-   Now reverse reverse. Switch the claps and pats. What do you get? 

Pat-pat-clap. 
-   New pattern!!  Clap-clap-pat—clap-clap-pat—pat-pat-clap—pat-

pat-clap— 
-   You keep the pattern going, and here comes my song! 

 
Here is my song, 

Not very long, 
Come and sing with me 

Dance along! 
 
 



What can you do 
When you feel blue? 

Dance a little bit, 
Sing a tune! 

 
-   Learn the song by simultaneous imitation. 
-   Let’s add a repeat of the body percussion pattern after each of the 

verses. 
-   Transfer the body percussion pattern to barred instruments. Clap 

on the tonic, pat on the dominant. 
-   National standard #2743 – Student will sing and accompany self! 
-   Are you familiar with Keetman’s rhythmic building blocks? These 

are little two beat combinations of quarter and eighth notes out of 
which you can make all kinds of interesting patterns. Let’s take 
these building blocks and make up a pattern to play on the 
dominant during our interludes. 

-   Finally, make up a little dance for the interludes. 
-   Share them because of course they are all awesome. 
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 What a fun canon! We learned this first from body percussion, then 
transferred it to barred instruments and Joia Tubes. You can do this with any 
quadratonic piece and body percussion. You can do pentatonic if you are clever. 
Which you are! 
 
Finally, I would be remiss if I did not mention how wonderful Joia Tubes are if 
you teach adaptive music. The sound is so unique and the instrument so easy to 
play well that kids with special needs are quickly successful. They are a hit in my 
classroom! 
 
 
 
 

 


